When the Carrie Furnaces were abandoned in the late 1980s and early 1990s, they were an informal gathering place for guerilla artists, urban explorers, and graffiti artists. Because they are not within walking distance or on a bus line from Pittsburgh, the works created by the artists from the 1990s to the early 2000s were largely left untouched-which is often impossible in more traditional graffiti ecologies where permanence is not an expectation and city-run graffiti squads routinely erase graffiti works. As a result, the Furnaces have also organically become a regional graffiti museum showcasing evolutions in the style over the last three decades.
In 1988, Rivers of Steel (ROS) took over as caretakers and managers for the site, seeking to transform it from an urban ruin to one node in a larger network of industrial patrimony.
Adopting a fairly open perspective toward the present and the future, the goal of ROS has not been to "freeze" the furnaces but make it a safe and significant part of an evolving process of Pittsburgh's identity. As a result, they not only offer tours about the process of producing steel, but also serve the site for music festivals, weddings, photo shoots, and a sculpture biennial. It was also the temporary home for the Mobile Sculpture Workshop in 2017.
In the late 2010s, under the leadership of Shane Pilster, the Rivers of Steel Art program (directed by Chris McGinnis) began to offer urban art tours and workshops. Pilster, a graffiti artist from Los Angeles who relocated to Pittsburgh eight years ago, is able to tell a nuanced story about the personalities and myths behind the markings on various parts of the Furnace walls. He also offers workshop participants the opportunity to make their own works of art, familiarizing them with graffiti technique and practice and, in this way, challenging common preconceptions.
As mentioned above, the site is a place for intense public feelings, memory, and identity.
For many of the steel workers and their families who left Pittsburgh with the collapse of the industry-or those who remained-the structure is part of their collective DNA and, as a result, is simultaneously a source of intense pain and pride. Due to this history, the site has different and sometimes competing meanings for its users. Only over time and through ongoing conversation have the docents and stewards of the site come to understand and accept some of the graffiti, and the writers gone through permission processes with Pilster to paint new works. 
HCUAP Objectives: Conversations
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Conclusion: Memory, Evolution, and International Collaboration
In this brief experiment, the artists were able to point to resonant elements of public memory, historic evolutions, which were the products of international collaboration. Stef's international travels and longstanding solidarity with indigenous women activists meant that she brought a particular decolonial and ecological lens to her work, and her reading of the Furnaces' history. Kif's knowledge of international graffiti history, honed as the webmaster of her site, Lady's Graff meant that she had a deep appreciation for the history of letter-based graffiti at the site and its location near freight trains, iconic components of graffiti culture that Stef, too, represented. 4 For Wes, the size and scale of the furnaces offered an interesting and intriguing contrast with the industry of his home city, that of leather and tanning. As such, he was drawn to represent the massive size of the furnaces but juxtapose them with an even larger figure of nature, a deer, and present both elements in a site-specific way by formally putting the piece in conversation with its surroundings. For Orion, the face of a worker was more important, a way to represent the power of laborers in international contexts and do a sort of homage to this figure. Jerome's "Don't do bad stuff" could be read as an extension of his anti-crime/awareness campaign, but also the "bad stuff" could be read as emissions and pollution that have been (somewhat) reduced, or, merely shifted to take different forms. In a patrimonial site with a flexible understanding of patrimony, the HCUAP mural offered one vector of potential evolution, with greater ecological and international tendencies. Such elements are not new but rather are part of the architecture of complicated public memory constructed through Pittsburgh's industry and the lives that made up its textured narratives.
The networks and relationships activated through collaboration, influences that will continue 
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Caitlin Frances Bruce, Stef piece, Aerosol paint on wall, 2017, Rankin, Pennsylvania. Copyright: Caitlin Frances Bruce.
